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The Challenge:  
W. Edwards Deming whose seminal theories and
teachings on continual improvement focusing on
quality, management and leadership was known for
his profound insights. One of his his favorite quotes
states, "You can't expect what you don't inspect." 
This quote is especially true when it comes to setting
and measuring the performance of your company's
field sales organization.  Sales executives must
make it a priority to get out of the office and into the
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"If you can't describe what
you are doing as a process,
you don't know what you're

doing."
 ...W. Edwards Deming

  
 

 
 "A qualified opportunity is a

two-way communication
between the Sales Exec and

the prospect with both
parties agreeing to commit

resources to
pursuing/exploring a specific

opportunity."
...KappaEast

 
 

    

     

field and facilitate meaningful sales review
meetings.  Field reviews is one of the most important
tools available to lead and manage the sales force.
 
The challenge scheduling a meeting with a sales
team or an individual is to first decide the scope and
purpose of the visit.  The options typically boil down
to one or more of the following:

Sales Engine/Funnel Review
Must Win Opportunity Review
Major Account Review
Territory Review  

In this newsletter we will discuss the Sales
Engine/Funnel Review and additional reviews will be
discussed in future newsletters.
 
Sales Engine/Funnel Review  
A beginning of the month Funnel Review meeting is
one of the most critical interactions between sales
reps and sales managers and helps the sales team
get out in front of the critical issues that can lead to a
poor quarter(s).
 
Some Basic Things to Look for in the Funnel
Qualified/Qtr: This helps reps focus on top-of-the-
funnel opportunities that must enter the funnel each
and every quarter.  This is a great predictor of
repeatable and consistent future success.
 
Full Funnel: Represents the total dollar amount and
number of opportunities that must be in the funnel
between qualified and closed at any time.  This will
tell the manager if their reps have enough
opportunities to work on within the sales period.  
Asking probing questions will uncover
inconsistencies.  For example, if a rep indicates that
a deal will close this quarter and upon inspection is
located at the top of the funnel, this might raise a red
flag.  Ask your rep why they think this opportunity will
close, despite all signs suggesting otherwise.  
 
Sales Cycle: The average number of months to
move an opportunity from qualified to closed.  For
example, comparing a winning sales cycle to the
sales cycle for a losing opportunity looks like will
pinpoint opportunities for improvement.  If the sales
cycle for one deal is 2 months versus 6 months for
lost deals, perhaps the rep needs to qualify
opportunities more carefully before moving them
through the funnel.  
 



"A study of the map will
indicate where critical

situations exist or are apt
 to develop, and so indicate

where the commander
 should be."

 ...General Patton
  

 

  

   
"Selling is like pouring a

good bottle of wine down a
leaky funnel.  You guide wine
into the top of the funnel and
only useful wine reaches the

spout. The challenge is to
manage leakages."

...KappaEast 

 

Hit Rate: The ratio of total closed dollars of
opportunities divided by total qualified dollars at the
top of the funnel.  Hit rate should improve over time
as the rep does a better job at qualifying
opportunities, as well as, targeting the solutions for
the needs of the customer, emphasizing the
company's competitive advantage.
 
What to do next?  
For a head start in preparing for your next Sales
Engine Funnel Review we suggest that you
download QuotaMaker, our free app available on
IOS and Android.  The app includes instructions and
five video tutorials to help you interpret your results. 
A funnel can be built for a rep, district, region or the
entire company.  For additional information, give us a
call.   
 

The Sales Engine Funnel 
 

 
Next Steps:  
If you have any questions on Field Sales Reviews
please e-mail us at  kappainfo@kappaeast.com. 
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